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key takeaways
Reputations Are Rarely obliterated All At 
once; They’re Destroyed over Time
Reputations are not balloons that pop with a 
single pinprick; they’re more like run-flat tires 
that give you time to repair the damage before 
you permanently ruin the rims. in this context, 
risk managers have to understand and monitor 
reputational impacts so they can help identify 
potential issues and respond before the damage 
becomes irreversible.

Qualify The Reputational Impacts of Risks In 
Your Registry
Most risk registries contain one or two risks 
related to reputation, but quantifying those 
risks in a meaningful way is notoriously difficult. 
instead, look at every risk category’s impact 
on your company’s reputation, then use this 
potential damage as additional justification for 
any changes to policies, processes, monitoring, 
or other controls.

Crisis Planning Is The Key To survival
Risk events — including security breaches, 
product recalls, and executive scandals — are 
impossible to prevent completely. in a world 
where news of a crisis travels like wildfire, a crisis 
plan that addresses customers, employees, 
and other stakeholders can mean the difference 
between immediate mitigation or damage control 
for a year.

Why Read this Report
in recent years, risk professionals’ struggles with 
reputational risk have come front and center, 
with countless major brands suffering disastrous 
impacts to their reputations. executives typically 
believe that their company’s reputation is one 
of its most important assets; however, the 
measurement and management of reputational 
risk impacts is noticeably absent from enterprise 
risk frameworks such as coSo and Basel ii. this 
report explains how to understand and qualify 
your organization’s reputational exposure so 
risk professionals can better protect this most 
important asset.
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Reputational Damage is Misunderstood and Mismanaged

While it’s clear that a company’s reputation is critical to business success, risk managers have had 
tremendous difficulty incorporating the concept of reputation into their risk programs. in fact, in a 
survey of 650 risk managers in eMea, 81% said that reputation is their company’s most valuable asset, 
and 92% said that reputational risk is more difficult to manage than any other risk category.1

this difficulty translates into poor representation in corporate risk reporting. in a review of the 2013 
annual reports from 55 publicly traded companies in the banking, retail, and healthcare industries, 
reputational risk represented only 4% of the listed corporate risks.2 even in cases where it did make the 
report, the 10-k statements call out very vague reputational risks such as, “Damage to our reputation 
could damage our businesses.”3 Such statements leave risk managers with a confusing category of 
risk that they can’t possibly quantify, act upon, or report.

Reputational Risk Impacts Are enterprisewide And often Quantifiable

looking at reputational damage as a distinct category of risk yields a dangerously limited view. 
Fundamentally, all kinds of risk events can potentially damage the way stakeholders perceive a 
company, which can diminish their willingness to invest their time, money, and life into their relationship 
with that company.4 the results of such risk events on stakeholder commitment speak for themselves:

 › Negative press can harm a company’s market value. the corporate landscape is littered with 
the stories of companies accused in the press and social media of human rights abuses, product 
quality issues, environmental disasters, and poor corporate ethics. even when such a crisis is 
beyond a company’s control, the bad press can still hit its brand.5 For example, academic studies 
show that mistakes originating in its supply chain can damage a company’s reputation and 
substantially decrease its market value.6 lumber liquidators found itself in this exact risk scenario, 
resulting in an immediate stock price decrease of 15%.7

 › Bad behavior leads to loss of customers and revenue. after almost any corporate incident, 
companies must weather angry customers, employees, and regulators. the economic impacts 
of these incidents are quantifiable; the loss of goodwill and brand value can be in the hundreds 
of billions of dollars. For instance, BP’s total loss for the Deep Water Horizon explosion was $250 
billion over two years, and the reputational damage affected employee retention, employee hiring, 
exploration, drilling, and credit terms.8

 › Governmental and regulatory scrutiny compounds losses. the banking industry suffered a 
severely damaged reputation after the financial collapse of 2008. When polled in 2014, 80% of 
banking executives agreed that fines, lawsuits, and other legal action hurt their firm’s reputation (up 
from 66% in 2013). these banking executives also noted that they had an average 27% revenue 
loss over the previous two years due to negative reputational impacts. those impacts linger; 55% 
stated that regulatory actions, and 64% said that negative public perception, continued to hurt 
performance, even six years later.9
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 › The ability to hire and retain qualified employees diminishes. in a recent study, 93% of people 
who are currently employed said they would leave their employer to go to a company with a good 
reputation, compared with only 70% who would leave for a company with a bad reputation. to 
leave a current employer for a company with a bad reputation, men require a 53% pay increase 
and women expect 60%. even 76% of unemployed people say they will not accept a job offer from 
a company with a bad reputation.10

several factors Determine The Potential for Reputational Damage

although the repercussions of reputational risks are found in all aspects of the enterprise, the extent 
of the damage can vary based on attributes of the organization in question. the effort you expend to 
remediate reputational risks should take into account these attributes, which determine the inherent 
brand resilience of the organization (see Figure 1).

 › The proximity of competitors determines customer options. customers can vote with their feet 
if they have somewhere else to go. if your company has close competitors with similar products, 
you’re at greater risk of losing those customers and suffering reputational damage.11 Firms in 
industries like telecommunications and utilities enjoy resilient reputations because they lack direct 
competition; Facebook falls into this category as well.12

 › The ease with which customers can switch determines reputational value. When it’s easy 
for customers to get products and services from another company, the fallout of any incident is 
more immediate and potent. lululemon’s reputation faced a crisis when in 2013 then-founder chip 
Wilson said it was women’s bodies, not lululemon’s fabric, that led to poor product experience. 
the company lost $20 million in valuation in one week, and the stock didn’t recover until Wilson left 
his post on the board of directors.13

conversely, if it’s difficult to leave the program or service because of multiyear contracts, fines, and/
or painful cancellation processes, customer are likely to stay. For example, comcast customers often 
have very little choice in the cable market because providers’ infrastructures do not geographically 
overlap. therefore, comcast can continue to struggle with customer satisfaction issues while still 
posting over $68 billion a year in revenue and watching its stock steadily rise since 2010.14

 › Behavior before an incident can magnify or mitigate reputational damage. corporate behavior 
before an incident can cast a different light on the aftermath, making a company look either 
culpable or victimized when it occurs. For example, JPMorgan chase spends hundreds of millions 
of dollars on cybersecurity and consistently grows its security teams to match the security threat. 
on the other hand, congressional cuts to the iRS budget in 2015 left $200 million in cancelled 
projects meant to replace aging infrastructure.15 When both were breached, JP Morgan’s reputation 
was more resilient than the iRS’s.16 Where customers, shareholders, and regulators may see 
JPMc as being a responsible corporate citizen who is a victim of a worthy adversary, the iRS’s 
stakeholders may see the agency (or congress) as being short-sighted and possibly responsible for 
their breach of data.
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 › Incident management capabilities affect the scope and persistence of impact. Recovering 
quickly from crisis and limiting the reputational impact requires strong incident management 
capabilities, including crisis communication programs that address customers, employees, 
shareholders, and regulators. target missed its chance to recover quickly from its data breach in 
2013 when decision-makers didn’t skillfully manage their response. they failed to give customers 
a call center number or other way to get information, they played the blame game with their third-
party partners, and their ceo told media outlets that the customers were “confused.”17 Sales at the 
retailer dropped, the stock suffered, the cio resigned, and the ceo got fired.18

 › Brand resilience correlates to organizational size. if reputational damage is like damage to a 
run-flat tire, then big companies have much more air to lose than small ones. Mt. Gox, a Bitcoin 
exchange, lost investor money in two different security breaches; given the criticality of financial 
transactions it provided, its relatively small size, and the tremendous amount of financial impact to 
the account holders, the company had no choice but to close its doors.19 in contrast, following the 
Deepwater Horizon disaster, it cost BP 8% more to manufacture and produce oil and gas products, 
exploration costs increased 40%, and there was a 16% increase in credit financing costs. all told, 
the financial ramifications of the reputational impact were about $215 billion over two years, yet BP 
still survived.20

fIGURe 1 How Resilient is your Reputation?

Damage to organization viability

Damage to competitive position

Damage to organization performance

Damage to organization performance

Damage to unit/function performance

Damage to unit/function performance

Damage to process performance

Damage to process performance

Damage to individual/team performance

Damage to individual/team performance

No perceivable impact

Uncertain

Several years

More than one year

Up to one year

More than a year

Up to one year

Up to one year

Up to six months

Up to six months

Less than three months
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Manage Reputational Risk as a Potential impact of every Risk event

even when companies take reputational risk into consideration, they tend to make vague statements 
like, “We may be unable to protect or preserve the image of our brands and our intellectual property 
rights, which could have a negative impact on our business.”21 a risk defined in these terms provides 
no guidance for decision-making and is impossible to remediate. instead, consider that your firm’s 
reputation affects the level of success of every strategic initiative and business decision that it 
pursues, and any risk event — whether an information security breach, regulatory action, or supply 
chain failure — can carry negative reputational consequences.

therefore, you should manage reputational risk as one of several impact categories for any risk you 
assess. to do this effectively, follow these steps (see Figure 2):

 › establish the risk context. Start by documenting the ways your organization’s reputation is critical 
for success and ways that reputational damage can inhibit performance. consider previous cases 
in which a company had trouble retaining good employees, expanding into new markets, fending 
off competition, or maintaining customer loyalty because its reputation was damaged.

 › Identify the risk. any risk event can hurt your reputation; build your risk taxonomy with reputation 
as an impact category — alongside operational, financial, legal, and regulatory impacts — and 
make sure all risk assessments include consideration for reputational damage. take a product 
recall, for instance. Whether you make computer chips, cars, or hamburger meat, a product 
recall affects your finances, operations, regulatory standings, and reputation. While this may be 
classified as an operational risk that you can mitigate with better quality management, it has huge 
reputational implications — which should justify greater investment in preventive controls as well as 
formal contingency plans should the event occur.

 › Analyze the risk. Determine the severity of reputational impact for each risk. Remember that 
attributes like close competition, the ease of switching to a competitor, strength of your incident 
management program, and the size of your company all determine your reputational impact score. 
you may choose an impact rating between 0 and 10 to measure reputational damage, with 10 
being catastrophic impact to corporate objectives, 5 being prolonged damage to a major initiative 
or business unit, and 0 being very short-term or negligible harm. attributes like close competition 
and the ease of the customer to leave will drive these scores higher.

 › evaluate the risk. use reputational impact severity to help decide whether and how to treat each 
risk. you may decide to prioritize remediation based on factors such as strategic objectives or 
industry expectations. For example, while supply chain risk events happen in both the retail and 
manufacturing industries, retail firms’ reputations are typically less resilient. the lexus brand has 
been the No. 1 car in J.D. Power’s annual dependability ranking for the past four years, regardless 
of recalls due to sudden acceleration, power steering failures, and air bag issues.22 on the other 
hand, some Mattel toys manufactured in china contained unacceptable levels of lead, and the 
company was forced to recall them, starting a long run of damaging reputational issues that 
culminated in Hasbro taking over the No. 1 spot as the world’s largest toy manufacturer.
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 › Manage the risk. No matter your current risk framework, you must perform a treatment by 
accepting, transferring, avoiding, or mitigating (or possibly increasing) your risk.23 Most times, 
controls to mitigate reputational risk impacts are separate from the controls to minimize operational 
risks. For example, to help mitigate the likelihood of a car recall, manufacturers have inspections, 
standards from international bodies such as iSo, and quality management monitoring. However, 
their work does not end there. During a recall, there is reputational risk associated with a 
customer’s perception that the brand is unsafe.24 that reputational impact requires a separate 
mitigation strategy that includes communicating with customers, shareholders, employees, and the 
media that the problem is well understood and under control.

 › Monitor the risk. once you’ve determined how risks in your registry can impact your firm’s 
reputation, aggregate their severity ratings into a single reputational impact risk score. this will 
illustrate to executive management and the board of directors that you have a common approach 
to reputational and operational risks and that they are integrated to help guide better mitigation 
decisions. you can also implement tools to track metrics like customer sentiment to identify 
risk events that have damaged your firm’s reputation and to determine whether your mitigating 
strategies are working.25

fIGURe 2 How likely is the occurrence?

Virtually certain to happen many times

Virtually certain to happen more than once, and high likelihood of many times

Virtually certain to happen at least once, and high likelihood of more than once

High likelihood to happen at least once, and most likely more than once

Most likely to happen at least once, probably more than once
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May happen once, small possibility of more than once

Small possibility it will happen once, unlikely more than once

Unlikely to happen once, very little chance of more than once

Very little chance of happening once, virtually certain it won’t happen more than once

Virtually certain it won’t happen in the next year

Likelihood (one year)
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Recommendations

Be Prepared to Protect your Reputation in every Risk Scenario

a risk leader who understands brand and customer-facing functions should ensure that the reputational 
aspects of risk won’t fall through the cracks. understanding the full universe of risks that can erode 
corporate reputation will help risk professionals put substance around the intangible — guiding 
decisions based on terms business colleagues can understand, like eroding customer trust, loss of 
revenue, and stock devaluation. there are some things that everyone must consider when looking for 
an overall strategy for dealing with reputational risk:

 › Remember that the best offense for your company is a good defense. looking at reputation as 
something of strategic value requires you to focus on maximizing the brand. as in football, the best 
offense is a good defense. identify the scenarios that can cause your firm’s reputation to erode and 
determine whether there are appropriate corporate strategies to address the issue. tone at the top 
is essential for any risk management strategy, and tone at the top for strategies that help build and 
maintain the value of your firm’s brand should be an easier sell than most.

 › Account for reputational ripple effects to other business lines. Beyond direct costs associated 
with a reputational event, consider how other business lines could be affected. For example, credit 
Suisse estimates that, due its recent emission scandal, the costs for Volkswagen could rise as high 
as $87 billion — far exceeding the $20 billion the auto manufacturer estimated it would need. a 
major factor for the seemingly high estimate is due to the effects that the reputational damage will 
have on VW’s financial services business, incurring much higher interest rates to source the same 
credit it previously did before the crisis.26

 › Report on the status of reputational risk indexes with the rest of the corporate risks. 
Reputation can be affected by many different risk categories such as finance, human resources, 
legal/regulatory, technology, and corporate strategy. Report the criticality of reputational risk impacts 
as a single category, including trend lines and organizational break-outs in the same way you report 
on all of the other risks in the registry. the only difference is that the reputational risk category has 
risk driven by potential events in every other category, rather than its own distinct risk events.

 › Proactively monitor your digital brand to improve risk intelligence. leverage your brand 
monitoring and social listening platforms to hone your reputational risk likelihood and impact 
scoring.27 Metrics like the velocity of a twitter repost can alert brand and risk managers that 
something may be amiss and give them an opportunity to address the issue before it becomes a 
PR nightmare. For example, in 2013, a target customer noted that a particular regular-sized dress 
was called “heather gray” while the plus-size version was called “manatee gray.” target noticed 
that it had a spike in twitter traffic during the incident and immediately reached out to the customer 
before it started trending on social media. the company immediately corrected the error, and the 
customer was pleased with the swift and decisive action.28
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service providers (iSPs), media outlets, social networks, blog posts, chat rooms, online marketplaces, anonymous 
forums and message boards, mobile applications and app stores, online advertisements, and the deep web. See the 
“Market overview: Brand Monitoring and Protection” Forrester report.

26 Source: oscar Williams-Grut, “cReDit SuiSSe: the emission scandal could cost Volkswagen €78 billion and 
shares need to fall another 20%,” Business insider, october 2, 2015 (http://www.businessinsider.com/credit-suisse-
volkswagen-shares-could-fall-another-20-2015-10?r=uk&iR=t).

27 although some vendors offer overlapping capabilities, BMP vendors typically fall into two categories: 1) brand 
compliance monitoring and 2) social risk monitoring. Selecting the right vendor will depend on which risk objectives 
you wish to prioritize and whether you plan to dedicate internal resources to the initiative or prefer to outsource 
most of the tasks. there are vendors in each BMP category that can meet your needs, even if you find your list of 
risk objectives growing to a handful or more. See the “Market overview: Brand Monitoring and Protection” Forrester 
report.

28 Source: chelsea Varney, “Report: Social Media across the Business,” Brandwatch Blog, July 15, 2013 (https://www.
brandwatch.com/2013/07/report-social-media-across-the-business/).

Source: ellie krupnick, “target ‘Manatee Gray’ color on Plus-Size Dress Has customers irked (PHoto),” HuffPost 
Style, april 4, 2013 (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/04/target-manatee-gray-color_n_3013235.html).
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